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This is a hybrid event with participation in person at
Free University of Brussels ULB, Faculty of
Architecture, Place Flagey, 19 - B 1050 Brussels -
Auditorium Bourgeois) and online at
https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZEucu6ur
TgrGtOzpTpxgUdqLuYGkNF6q3yh

The event will be broadcasted on the website of the
European Commission, New European Bauhaus, IFLA
Europe YouTube channel social media platforms of the
ULB, IFLA EUROPE, CIVA, and ABAJP-BVTL Belgium.
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THERE IS AN URGENT NEED TO
TRANSFORM OUR CITIES
TOWARDS A MORE INTACT AND
RESILIENT URBAN NATURE FOR
A BETTER FUTURE.

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS
TOGETHER WITH ASSOCIATED
DISCIPLINES CAN MAKE THE
DIFFERENCE.
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14.00 Welcome - Pablo Lhoas, Dean ULB Faculty of Architecture and Katerina Gkoltsiou, IFLA 
Europe President

14.05 Day program and introduction, Didier Vancutsem, IFLA Europe Vice President for 
Professional Practice, ULB Faculty of Architecture

Keynote

14.10 “Landscape Architecture as transformative discipline towards better cities” Henri 
Bava, FFP France, Agence TER, France

14.30 “Public Space and climate adaptation - the lesson of Copenhagen” - Stefan Werner, 
Urban Water Planner, Copenhagen

14.50 “Reconnecting with nature - IFLA Europe”, Katerina Gkoltsiou, IFLA Europe President

15.00 The Landscape Identity Plan along the Brussels Canal: BKP of the Brussels Region, Sven 
Vercammen, Perspective Brussels

15.15 “Nature in cities - the urban transformation”, Chantal Van Ham, Acting Director of 
IUCN European Region

15.25 “Climate, biodiversity and more: the European Green Deal and urban transformation”
Peter Löffler, European Commission Directorate General Climate

15.35 “Nature and Research” - Ben Stringer, ARENA (Architecture Research)

15.45 Coffee Break

16.30 Moderated roundtable discussion: “New collaboration modi for Reconnecting nature 
with (landscape) architecture”
Björn Bracke Kollektif Landscape Studio, Indra Purs LAAA Latvia, Ann Voets ABAJP-
BVTL Belgium, Hicham Karkouch JNC International SA, Brussels, Ursula Wieser CIVA + 
Dialogue with the Speakers
Moderator Dr. Haris Piplas, IFLA Europe NEB WG, BSLA Switzerland, Drees&Sommer

17.30 Opening to the public - questions and debate

18.00 Closing remarks

18.10 Drink - Apero and farewell

19.00 Guided tour by Björn Bracke Kollektif Landscape Studio on Place Flagey

PROGRAMME
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Cities have become the focus of sustainability issues as they are major
consumers and distributors of goods and services. They have an ecological
impact much beyond their geographic locations. Calls for humankind to
reconnect with nature to forward sustainability and resilience cannot be
ignored anymore. Therefore, we have to re-connect with nature in our social
and ecological systems, to the urban landscapes, to fight against
environmental crises in our cities. There is an urgent need to transform our
cities towards a more intact and resilient urban nature for a better future of
our citizens. Interventions that respond to certain everyday needs of people
in their public spaces can have multiple catalysing benefits for urban
communities. Besides the tangible improvement of the environment, socio-
ecological design, innovation practices in public spaces strengthen community
cohesion, awareness of the common good, and finally the motivation towards
further engagement in spatial transformation processes

Landscape Architects together with associated disciplines can make the
difference. We understand nature and public space as a real-world laboratory
where we interact with citizens and in transdisciplinary contexts. Therefore
we invite neighbouring disciplines, academics, citizens and public officials to
our “Places” event. The designers, artists and academics will interact with
users and foster the discussion of the future of reconnecting nature and the
city both through activating a university auditorium and an urban space,
connecting theory and practice. During this New European Bauhaus Festival,
we would like to demonstrate how landscape, nature and the disciplines
working with nature are key factors for our European cities. The Faculty of
Architecture Auditorium and the Place Flagey in Brussels (in front of the
event) is the perfect place to demonstrate the urgent need of urban
transformation
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Katerina Gkoltsiou, IFLA Europe President

Katerina Gkoltsiou has a Ph.D. in Geography from the University of
Aegean in Greece, a Master in Landscape Architecture from the
University of Edinburgh, U.K., and a diploma in Αgriculture from the
Agricultural University of Athens, Greece. She is President of IFLA
Europe (2021-2023), President of the Panhellenic Association of
Landscape Architects (PHALA) (2016-2021), and member of the
Geotechnical Chamber in Greece (1997-present). She was Vice
President of Professional Practice of the European Federation of
Landscape Architects (2019-2021), Delegate of PHALA-Greece in IFLA
Europe (2016-2019) and member of the Landscape Committee of
Ministry of Environment, Energy and Climate Change (2016).

In 1997, she founded her practice on Landscape Architecture, in
Athens-Greece (www.katerinagoltsiou.gr ). She specializes in a wide
range of services in the design, construction and research sector of
landscape architecture. Her landscape expertise involves the landscape
design of public and private projects, landscape assessment, and
landscape restoration projects. She is also a partner of AGRODESIGN (
www.agrodesign.gr ), in order to promote rural tourism and to provide
innovative ideas concerning the landscape design of agritourism farms
and agricultural landscape.

She was giving lectures about landscape design and research in lifelong
learning programs for adults, public officers and as part time teacher at
the Agricultural University of Athens (MLA course). Katerina is the co-
author in books for High Schools and Universities, she wrote articles in
many scientific journals and technical reports. From 2002, she is
participating as project manager and scientific adviser in EU research
programs. Her broad research interests involve landscape character
assessment, landscape analysis, as well
as policies and methods for raising awareness among the civil society,
private organisations, and public authorities about the value of
landscapes and their protection.
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Didier Vancutsem, IFLA Europe Vice President
for Professional Practice, ULB Faculty of
Architecture

Didier Vancutsem holds bachelor and master’s degrees in
landscape architecture, city and regional planning and regional
management. He is Assoc. Prof. at the ULB Free University of
Brussels – Faculty of Architecture La Cambre Horta since 2009,
involved in Landscape Architecture and Urban Planning Master
programs as well as research. Didier was ABAJP/BVTL Delegate to
IFLA Europe (1994-1998) (2013-2021), Secretary General (2013-
2019) of ISOCARP - International Society of City and Regional
Planners, he is currently Director of the ISOCARP Institute, its
research branch. Since October 2021, he is Vice President for
Professional Practice of IFLA EUROPE - the European Region of the
International Federation of Landscape Architects Europe

As director of the planning office “urban scape” Munich since 1992,
Didier has gained professional experience worldwide in urban
innovation, landscape management, elaboration of national and
regional strategies for integrated urban development in Europe and
Middle East, Africa, Russia, Asia. He is active as registered expert for
the European Commission and URBACT, UN-Habitat and involved in
European and international research projects. As Chairman of the
Habitat Professionals Forum (UN-Habitat Nairobi), he contributed
to the New Urban Agenda (Quito 2016) and the Sustainable
Development Goals.

Didier is author of several publications and articles, involved as Jury
member in several competitions and member of different
professional societies, honorary appointments in Europe and
worldwide.

He was ABAJP/BVTL Delegate to IFLA Europe (1994-1998) (2013-
2021), Secretary General (2013-2019) of ISOCARP - International
Society of City and Regional Planners, he is currently Director of the
ISOCARP Institute, its research branch.
Since October 2021, he is Vice President for Professional Practice of
the European Region of the International Federation of Landscape
Architects Europe
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Henri Bava, AGENCE TER, FFP France

“Landscape Architecture as transformative
discipline towards better cities”

Born and raised in Tunisia and then in Paris, Henri Bava began
his studies with a degree in plant biology at the University of
Paris-Orsay. Always interested in the living but from other
angles, he joined the ‘École Nationale Supérieure du Paysage
de Versailles ‘(ENSP) in 1980, while taking directing courses at
the Jacques Lecoq International Theater School in Paris. He
obtained his state diploma of a landscape architect (DPLG) in
1984 and worked for a year in the practice of Michel Corajoud,
who had been his diploma director. In 1986, with his current
partners, he founded Agence Ter. In 1998 he settled in
Germany, leading the realisation of the Aqua Magica park
project near Hanover and becoming full professor and director
of the landscape department of the faculty of architecture of
the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT), where he still
teaches today. He developed a branch of Agence Ter in
Karlsruhe in 2000, where he managed projects for the
development of large transnational territories, the
requalification of industrial wasteland and the construction of
major public spaces such as in Duisburg’s Square of Koënig
Heinrich. Six years later, he was elected member of the Berlin
Academy of Arts. He returned as a director of Agence Ter’s
Paris studios in 2007, and in 2010 was elected Chairman of the
Board of Directors of the National School of Nature and
Landscape of Blois (ENSNP). Called in 2010 to the Graduate
School of Design at Harvard University by Charles Waldheim,
director of the landscape department, Bava teaches there on
occasion, in 2011, leading a design studio alongside Olivier
Philippe and Michel Hössler. Henri Bava is currently President
of the French Federation of Landscape Architects (FFP).
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Stefan Werner, Urban Water Planner,
Copenhagen

“Public Space and climate adaptation - the
lesson of Copenhagen”

Everybody knows that water runs down the hill - but what to
do in a city without hills?
Climate change is a real thing in Copenhagen and so is climate
adaptation. Since 2011 Stefan Werner has been involved in
the process of creating blue-green infrastructure in
Copenhagen - some years as part of the city administration,
some years as start-up, some years as a consultant at one of
Denmarks biggest consultant companies - but always dealing
with surface water in an urban context. There are projects in
Copenhagen where landscape architects and urban planners
have created award winning projects - but how did they do it
and what are the lessons learnt? Stefan will tell you from his
perspective in his different roles during his career in
Copenhagen.
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Sven Vercammen, Perspective Brussels

The Landscape Identity Plan along the
Brussels Canal: BKP of the Brussels Region

Sven Vercammen is a Belgian national. As a project officer for
the Department of Territorial Strategy of perspective.brussels,
the Urban Planning Agency of the Brussels-Capital Region, he’s
in charge of a number of strategic plans, located in the Brussels
Canal Area.

Previously, Sven worked on a variety of urban, landscape and
public space projects in different parts of the world and advised
spatial plans in the Flemish Region. He obtained a Master’s
Degree in Urban Design and Spatial Planning at the Henry van
de Velde Institute in Antwerp, Belgium, a Master’s Degree in
Landscape Architecture at Leeds Metropolitan University, U.K.
and a Bachelor’s Degree in Landscape and Garden Architecture
at HORTECO, Vilvoorde, Belgium.
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Chantal Van Ham, Acting Director of IUCN
European Region

“Nature in cities - the urban transformation”

EU Programme Manager Nature-Based Solutions and Acting
Director, IUCN European Regional Office
Chantal van Ham is EU Programme Manager Nature Based
Solutions and Acting Director of the IUCN European Regional
Office. She is responsible for IUCNs activities on urban
biodiversity and the cooperation with subnational governments
in Europe. She develops and coordinates projects for biodiversity
and ecosystems services conservation, restoration and valuation
that help policy-makers, cities, local and regional governments
and business find nature-based solutions for sustainable
development, by mobilising IUCN knowledge and best practices.
She represents IUCN in networks at the European and global
level to raise awareness of the value of nature-based solutions to
improve quality of life, as well as economic prosperity. Before
joining IUCN, Chantal worked as Finance Specialist with
PricewaterhouseCoopers in the Netherlands. She has a degree in
International Business and an MSc in Forest and Nature
Conservation Policy.
Areas of expertise (thematic):
Accelerating climate change mitigation and adaptation
Managing landscapes for nature and people
Area of expertise (disciplinary):
Biology / Life sciences / Economics / Finance
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Peter Löffler, European Commission Directorate
General Climate

“Climate, biodiversity and more: the European Green
Deal and urban transformation”

Born and raised in Germany, Peter Löffler moved to Brussels in 1997 to
work for the EU.
He currently works as Policy Officer in the unit responsible for adaptation
to climate change of the European Commission’s Directorate-General for
climate action.
Within this unit, his main fields are forests, nature and biodiversity,
human health, the LIFE programme, and the Climate-ADAPT knowledge
platform.
Earlier in his career, Peter worked also in the Commission’s Environment
and Research DGs, in one of the Commission’s Executive Agencies and,
outside the EU institutions, in European networks on green energy and
sustainable urban development.
Peter holds an engineering degree in Landscape Architecture and
Environmental Planning, and a PhD in social science.
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Ben Stringer, ARENA (Architecture Research)

“Nature and Research”

Ben Stringer is a senior lecturer in architecture at the University
of Westminster in London, where he leads an Masters level
design studio, contributes to the Emerging Territories research
group and leads an Architecture and Rurality study group.

Ben is also a contributor to ARENA (Architecture Research
European Network Association), to the Alter Rurality Network
and to the New European Bauhaus Collective.

His publications include the book ‘Rurality Re-imagined’(editor),
a ‘Villages and Globalisation’ issue of Architecture and Culture
Journal (guest editor) and ‘The Politics of Landscape’ issue of
Landscape Research Journal (joint guest editor with Krystallia
Kamvasinou). Among other things he also helped to establish a
city farm in Oxford.

Contact: b.stringer@westminster.ac.uk
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MODERATED ROUNDTABLE 
DISCUSSION: “NEW 
COLLABORATION MODI FOR 
RECONNECTING NATURE 
WITH (LANDSCAPE) 
ARCHITECTURE”

Björn Bracke, Kollektif Landscape Studio
Indra Purs, Riga City Council, LAAA Latvia
Ann Voets, ABAJP-BVTL Belgium
Hicham Karkouch, JNC International SA, Brussels
Ursula Wieser, CIVA
+ Dialogue with the Speakers

Moderator
Dr. Haris Piplas, IFLA Europe NEB WG, BSLA Switzerland, Drees&Sommer
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Dr. Haris Piplas, IFLA Europe NEB WG, BSLA
Switzerland, Drees&Sommer

Dr. Haris Piplas is a researcher and practitioner bringing experience
from projects in Europe, Southeast Asia, China and Latin America. He
is co-author of the book "Global Urban Toolbox", which highlights
spatial challenges under the influence of economic, social, and
ecological aspects in cities. He was a pavilion curator of the 15th
Architecture Biennale in Venice and figured as an expert for IPBES,
GIZ and UN-Habitat. He holds a Dr.sc. from the Swiss Federal Institute
of Technology. He has been a Researcher at Politecnico di Milano and
Guest Lecturer at University of Geneva and Stuttgart Technical
University. He developed the Urban Simulation Game and the
Institute of Science Technology and Policy ´Urbanization Incubator´ at
ETH Zurich. Currently, he co-directs the international ´Integrated
Urban Solutions´ innovation sector of Drees&Sommer International.
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Björn Bracke, Kollektif Landscape Studio

Björn Bracke (°1986) is a landscape architect and PhD-researcher.
He obtained a Bachelor in Architecture (Sint Lucas Ghent, 2008), a
Master in Urban Design and Spatial Planning (Technical University
of Valencia – Sint Lucas Ghent, 2010) and a Bachelor in Landscape
Architecture (Erasmus University College Brussels, 2015). His
research explores the role of landscape design practice in the
construction of human-nature interactions and is framed within
the COHABITAT-project on the Brussels capital region. Björn
worked at Scape Studio (New York) and OMGEVING (Antwerp) and
gained over 12 years of professional experience in the fields of
landscape architecture, urbanism and planning. He was also
involved in research projects on climate change, sustainability and
urban regeneration, and contributed to several articles and
publications on these topics. He participated as an expert in
several international workshops such as the placemaking week for
ISOCARP in Wuhan or the scarcity workshop of IFHP in London. He
is co-founder of the award-wining landscape architecture firm
Kollektif (Ghent) and guest-lecturer at the School of Arts (Ghent).
In 2020 Björn was appointed the EMiLA Fellowship at Ecole
Nationale Supérieure de Paysage, a position annually awarded to
an emerging landscape architect.
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Indra Purs, Riga City Council, LAAA Latvia
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EDUCATION

2009 - 2012 Candidate of Dr Arch in Landscape
Architecture doctoral studies in Landscape Architecture

2003 - 2009 BLArch Professional Bachelor’s Degree in
Landscape Architecture and Planning

1997 - 1999 MSocSc in Business Administration

1993 - 1997 BEcon in Financial Management MAJOR
RECIENT PROJECT EXPERIENCE

2020 - present Law on Architecture, Ministry of Culture
of the Republic of Latvia member of development
working group

2020 - present Actualisation of occupational
qualification structure of construction industry,
ConstructionnIndustry Experts Council, member of
working group

2020 - present Occupational standards “Landscape
Architect”, “Landscape technologist”, “Environmental
Designer”, moderator of development working group,
expert

2020 - present National Acoustic Concert Hall project
development group - researcher, member

2020-2021 Architectural strategy 2022-2027, Design
strategy 2022-2027, Ministry of Culture of the Republic
of Latvia; member of working group

2021 - present 1st Latvian Landscape Architecture
Award – LAABA 2019, LAABA 2022 - member of
curating team

2019-2021 Riga Architectural Award 2019, 2020, 2021 -
researcher

2017 - 2021 EU COST Action “REthinking Sustainability
TOwards a Regenerative Economy” Latvian delegate,
circular construction subgroup leader

2015, 2016 EU University-Business Forums in Brussels,
BE, Vilnius, LT, Helsinki, FI - delegate

2009 - present Author of several international scientific
and professional publications, numerous reports in
international, national scientific and professional
conferences and seminars

WORK EXPERIENCE AND ELECTED POSITIONS

2022 - present Riga City -Council City Development Department,
City Architect’s Service https://arhitekts.riga.lv/ chief city
landscape architect

2022 – present President of Latvian Association of Landscape
Architects

2016 - 2022 Latvian Association of Landscape Architects board
member, foreign relations, project
management - http://www.laaab.lv/

2021 - present Ogre Technical College lecturer https://ovt.lv/

2021 - present Ministry of Economics of the Republic of Latvia,
Construction Council member https://www.em.gov.lv/lv/latvijas-
buvniecibas-padome-0

2019 - present Ministry of Culture of the Republic of Latvia,
National Architecture Council member
https://www.km.gov.lv/lv/arhitekturas-padome

2019 - present Member of Network of European Landscape
Architecture Archives - NELA

2018 - present Urban Institute, Board member
https://www.facebook.com/Urban.Riga

2016 - present LAAA Delegate to IFLA Europe - European Region
of the International Federation of Landscape Architects
https://iflaeurope.eu/
Chair of the IFLA Europe New European Bauhaus Working Group
and IFLA Europe representative to New European Bauhaus
Collective

2016 - present LAAA Delegate to IFLA - International Federation
of Landscape Architects https://www.iflaworld.com/

2017 - present BSRLA Baltic Sea Region Landscape Architects
Group, alliance establisher, delegate, project leader

2002 - present Purs consulting Ltd. - owner, researcher,
landscape architect, financial consultant

1997 - 2001 EY Latvia Ltd. senior auditor
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Ann Voets, ABAJP-BVTL Belgium

For more than 20 years, Ann Voets has combined a teaching
assignment in higher education with tasks as a researcher/designer in
a large and since 2002 in her own design office.
Gradually and partly due to the cross-fertilization between theory and
practice, the unbreakable link between landscape, spatial planning and
spatial planning has become the starting point for projects, lessons,
lectures and advice and implementation files.
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The historical perspective is always present. In the Royal Commission for Monuments and Sites of the
Brussels-Capital Region, where she has been active as landscape expert since 2011, files relating to
heritage landscapes, greenery in urban context and landscape in public domain, are assigned to her. The
same task has been assigned in the Regional Development Commission of the Brussels region. She is also
a landscape expert in the Gecoro (planning organism) of the municipality Sint-Pieters-Leeuw and the city
Halle.
She is also convinced that ethics in the handling of files is the basis for sustainability. Sustainability should
be more than a buzzword and can be put into practice by developing expertly substantiated long-term
visions. In the current crisis, this awareness and striving is a daily occurrence and should also challenge
design to use the available resources creatively and sparingly.
Knowledge is inextricably linked with research and experience, with testing theory against practice and
vice versa. Investigation consists of contacting sources and witnesses of all kinds and physical contact
with objects, people, and locations. By frequently and intensively dealing with these things, a wealth of
knowledge and experience was gained.
Still enjoying the moment when one gains insight and experiences and exposes the soul of the place. Ann
Voets sees it as a task and an assignment to describe, interpret and make these acquired insights
available to authorities, private owners, students and interested parties: you can call it a commitment to
share that knowledge. It is about more than personal intellectual enrichment, than knowledge is about
knowledge, but that it is about social engagement with knowledge as the basis
for respect, with knowledge as a condition for recognizing authenticity, with knowledge of the past as
the basis for insight into the present and the future, with knowledge as the basis of a matrix for quality
and sustainability.
Landscape architecture is the pivot around which personal interests revolve and which allow to explore
both ‘near and far relations’ between history, architecture, urban design, art and landscape. The most
fascinating and challenging research themes often lie at interfaces between different disciplines.
Both at school and in private practice, there has been an interaction between the various disciplines,
which has led to an integrated and multidisciplinary approach to design and advice files. The combination
of the disciplines naturally contributes to a better understanding of the often complex and at times even
contradictory context,which can be used for projects of all kinds.
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Hicham Karkouch, JNC International SA,
Brussels

Hicham obtained his Master degree landscape architect 2020 at
Gembloux Agro-Bio Tech University of Liège. He is project
manager at JNC International SA, Brussels.
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Ursula Wieser, CIVA

Ursula Wieser Benedetti is a landscape architect and japanologist, and
holds a PhD in Landscape history (EHESS, Paris).

She is presently curator at CIVA, Brussels
(https://www.civa.brussels/en), having previously practiced for more
than 20 years as a landscape architect in France, Austria and Italy.
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CALLS FOR HUMANKIND
TO RECONNECT WITH
NATURE TO FORWARD
SUSTAINABILITY AND
RESILIENCE CANNOT BE
IGNORED ANYMORE.


